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Objectives

At the end of this session, you will be able to:

 Link OLL best practices to 

◼ learner engagement

◼ design of the learning experience

 Identify practical examples, tips, strategies (what, how, 

why) to engage learners
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How about you?

 How many have taught online?
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 What are your questions 

about online teaching and 

learning?



Top best practices for OLL
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 Be present

 Set expectations and communicate clearly

 Create a supportive online course community

 Provide effective and timely feedback

 Combine core concept learning with customized  

and personalized learning

(Chickering & Gamson, 1987; Palloff & Pratt, 2011, Boettcher & Conrad, 2016) 



Readiness

 To be an online 

instructor/facilitator?

 To be an online learner?
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Ins truc tor – how are you 

prepped
Learner – how are they prepped



And now it’s time for…
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True or False?
7

 The learning in an online class can be as good as, 

and even better than in an F2F class.



True or False?
8

 You can build community as well in an e-learning 

class as in a F2F class.



True or False?
9

 Learners can hide in an online class.



True or False?
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 Teaching and learning online requires the same 

skills as teaching and learning in a F2F classroom.



The excellent instructor
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 Highly motivated and is a good motivator for learners

 Promotes interactivity

 Incorporates collaborative work

 Respects learners as partners in the learning process

 Is active and engaged, providing timely and constructive feedback

 Open, flexible, responsive, leads by example

 Able to establish presence early in the course

 Understands importance of community building

 Understands the difference between F2F and online 

 Committed to this form of teaching

Paloff, R.M. & Pratt, K. (2011). The exce llen t online ins tru c tor. San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass. 

The excellent ONLINE instructor



Online program success

Most significant factors affecting success of an 

online learning program:

1. Monetary support (24.7%)

2. Pedagogical competency of online instructors (22.9%)

3. Technical competency of online instructors (15.3%)
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Kim, K.-J. & Bonk, C. (2006). The future of online teaching and learning in higher education. Survey says…Educau s e Quarterly, 4, 22-30. 



Engaging learners
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 When do you engage them?

 How do you engage them?

 Communication? Connection? Community?



4 modes of interaction

Learner

Instructor

Interface

Content

Learners
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(Martin, 2018; Moore, 1993) 



Pre-class communication (4 weeks out)

 Course description and survey

 Get to know my learners

 Establish my presence

 Seeking their contribution

 Inform course design

 Establish their accountability

 Start the community
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Be present

Respects learners as partners in the learning process

Foster learner engagement

Combine core concept learning with customized and personalized learning

Learner → Instructor



Pre-class survey (samples/rationale)
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Q4 How many fully online courses have you taken? 

Q5 How comfortable are you to engage in a fully online learning course?

Q6 How comfortable are you to explore/engage with [topic ]?

Q7 Rank the following time management strategies in order of how important you think they 

are for your successful completion of this online course.

Q9 What questions/curiosities do you have about [topic ]?

Q11 What would you like me to consider when designing our course?
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How about you?

 How do you guide/coach/ 

support your learners re: 

time management?
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Introduce yourself

 Maintain presence

 Build the community

 Think about relevance

 Think about application

 Reinforce accountability
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Be present/visible

Proactively encourage communication

Foster learner engagement

Learner → Instructor

Learner → Learner



Course orientation video

 Provide structure/ flow

 Rhythm of the course

 Expectations

 Feedback (give/get)

 Questions and issues

 Explain roles and 
responsibilities

 Explain how/when to 
communicate
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Be organized

Share a set of very clear expectations

Establish patterns of course activities

Learner → Instructor

Learner → Content



Discussions: Informal
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 Ask the Instructor/Ask a Peer

 Water Cooler

 Shared Resources

 Introduce Yourself



Discussions: Design considerations

 Bloom’s Taxonomy
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Discussions: Formal
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 Move beyond ‘KNOW’ (LOTS)

 Practice → Apply → Formative → Summative

 Focus on HOTS (design, debate, synthesize)

 Individual and/or group

 Learner choice 

 Intent is always to build community



Examples
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 Memes



Examples
25

 Curation



Examples
26

 Curation



Examples
27

 Role play



Examples
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 Debate



Designing discussion questions

 Ask yes/no questions

 Ask for purely factual answers

 Target reflection, interpretation, analysis, 
or problem solving 

 Solicit relevant personal opinion and/or 
personal experience

 Encourage students to engage with other 
students in the class

 Require connections to be drawn between 
past and present course material

 Prompt students to generate lists of 
information/data as a class
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AVOID Qs THAT… INSTE AD ASK Qs THAT…

Prepare discussion posts that engage learners with content

Promote interactivity between students; Incorporate collaborative work

Use a variety of large group, small group, and individual work

Learner → Content

Learner → Learner

Retrieved from http://www.mcm.edu/elearning/Tutorials/PDF/Discussion_Questions_That_Work.pdf

http://www.mcm.edu/elearning/Tutorials/PDF/Discussion_Questions_That_Work.pdf


Survey: Midterm Checkpoint

 4 questions

 Temperature check

 Make feasible adjustments

 Foster reflection/contribution

◼ Acknowledge input/impact 

◼ Affirm that their voices matter

 Share survey results (aggregate) 
and actions
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Early in the term - about 3 weeks, ask for informal feedback 

Respects students as partners in the learning process

Learner → Instructor

Learner → Content

Learner → Learner



Feedback: Early and often
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 Everything you do/don’t do is 
a form of feedback

◼ During discussions

◼ After discussions

◼Weekly wrap up

◼ After assignments

◼ After surveys

◼ After course evaluations



And now it’s time for…
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Myths about online learning
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• Classes are easier1

• Teaching (instructor 
role) is easier2

• Means little work 
but good grades5

• Courses lack 
interaction4

• Lack important 
interaction between 
learner and 
instructor6

• Can hide and 
remain anonymous1

• Traditional courses 
can be copied 
online2

• Just a textbook on 
a screen7

• Limited to content 
learning2

• Less real-world 
experience3



Myth #1 about learners

 …usually used to describe young 
people who were born in the 
digital world and for whom all 
forms of ICT are natural(1).
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(1Prensky, 2001; 2Selwyn, 2009; 3Williams & Rowlands, 2007; 4Gallardo-Echenique, Marqués-Molías, Bullen, & Strijbos (2015) 

…students do not really have a deep knowledge of technology, 

and what knowledge they do have is often limited to basic office 

suite skills, e-mailing, text messaging, [social media] and surfing 

the Internet(2,3)

Despite students’ high digital confidence and digital skills, their 

digital competence may be much lower than those of their 

teachers.(4)



Myth #1
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1. Provide orientation of skills 

needed to be a successful 

online learner

2. Reinforce the use of these skills 

throughout the course

3. What are some of those skills?



Myth #2 about learners
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 How many learning styles are there?

 Students learn better when teaching is 

tailored to their individual learning 

styles or preferences.

(Clark, 1982; Coffield, Moseley, Hall, & Ecclestone, 2004) 

…found that in studies using learner preference for selecting 

particular instructional methods that learne r preference  

was  typically un corre lated or negative ly corre lated with 

learn ing and learn ing ou tcomes (Clark, 1982)



Myth #2
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1. Select instructional methods that 
align with learning tasks, content, 
goals

2. Use a variety of multimodal 
instructional methods and 
learning activities

3. How does this relate to online 
learning?



OSTA Report (2019)

 66% had difficulty managing their own time

 39% had difficulty understanding the lessons

 35% had difficulty using the eLearning 
software (LMS)

 25% had a hard time contacting their 
teacher

 60% said their learning style was not 
accommodated
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How about you?

 Was this useful for you?

 What questions/tips do you 
have about designing or 
facilitating for online learner 
engagement?
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